Romance – Spring 2022 Aura Collection
Affectionately named Aura, Brentano’s Spring 2022 Collection launch is inspired by soft edges and natural
organic surfaces. The 12 versatile textiles and 3 wallcoverings are a dynamic grouping of soft, pliable, and
luxurious selections that are an ode to texture lovers everywhere. Featuring a faux-suede, vegan leather and
heavily textured indoor/outdoor boucle, the Collection is a profound grouping of sumptuous fabrics with
adaptable performance features to enhance any interior space. It creates dimension and depth with various
layers of elevated textiles to construct movement and grace.
Seeking to create a Collection that tapped into one’s emotions, Founder and Artistic Director Iris Wang
concentrated on the heavy tactile relationship of the fabric to one’s inner thoughts and feelings. “I wanted to
stress the importance of texture as it relates to one’s recollections of a time and place,” says Wang. “There is
comfort in the physical nature of the patterns but also an emotional connection with how the colors and yarns
work together to create a harmonious space.”
Showcasing multiple, heavy textures with luxurious physical properties, the Aura Collection exudes comfort
with sophisticated patterning and a refined palette. This bespoke collection of fabrics and wallcoverings offers
a detailed look into tactile surfaces, revealing how they significantly affect our cognitive emotions as we move
throughout our day.

Performance Upholstery
Haven 3150
Contents: 100% Polyester

bleach cleanable

Staying true to Brentano’s mantra of Beauty + Performance, Haven is a charming textured solid with a soft
flannel hand and bleach cleanability. In 8 stylish colors, including Black Tie and Carolina Blue, this minimal
two-toned, plain weave brings a touch of modernity to Healthcare, Contract, and Hospitality settings. This
robust fabric, with a subtle design and a visual dimension that compliments its tactile nature, is made from
100% Polyester, and has an abrasion resistance of 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck).
Nalani 7210
Contents: 100% Polyester

bleach cleanable

A Hawaiian inspired name meaning serenity of the sky, Nalani is a practical, plush fabric that comes in 11
jewel-toned colorways. A regal velvet with minimal tracking, Nalani seamlessly pairs with other textiles in the
Aura Collection, creating a timeless look to interior spaces. With an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double
rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and a Crypton finish, this 54" width bleach cleanable textile is well suited for
upholstery applications in hospitality, contract, and healthcare settings.
®

Indoor/Outdoor Upholstery
Cabana 1239
Contents: 76% Solution-Dyed Polypropylene, 24% Solution-Dyed Acrylic

bleach cleanable

Grab your sunglasses and floppy hat, kick back and relax with Brentano’s latest indoor/outdoor textile,
Cabana. This exciting outdoor chenille features a soft, lush hand and 13 usable, neutral colorways with soft
pastels such as Pale Flamingo and Toasted Coconut. Perfect for an outdoor escape, Cabana is bleach
cleanable, bacterial resistant, and passes 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen). Cabana adds a
tailored look to poolside lounges or beachfront hospitality applications with an understated vertical stripe and
herringbone design. Brentano’s Tri-sistant finish can be applied for added cleanability under our cut-yardage
finishing program.
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Indoor/Outdoor Upholstery (cont.)
Field Day 4587
Contents: 83% Solution-Dyed Acrylic, 17% High Energy-Dyed Polyester

bleach cleanable

Playful and childlike, Field Day is a dashing indoor/outdoor offering. Seamlessly pairing with Zenith and
Cabana, Field Day is a refined and durable fabric that is bleach cleanable, bacterial resistant with an abrasion
of 50,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen). Suitable for outdoor applications, this picnic blanket
inspired, soft but rich plaid comes in 12 colorways, including Pumpkin Spice, Cinnabar, and Jean Jacket.
Field Day is versatile for statement ottomans, comfortable sofas, and custom-made side chairs. Brentano’s
Tri-sistant finish can be applied for added cleanability under our cut-yardage finishing program.
Zenith 1340
Contents: 100% Solution-Dyed Polypropylene

bleach cleanable

Known for patterned indoor/outdoor textiles, Brentano diverges into new and welcomed territory with heavily
textured, Zenith. This 100% Solution-Dyed Polypropylene textile is an inviting, chunky boucle with a soft hand
and heavy texture. Available in 7 harmonious colorways, Zenith is equally at home by the beach or working
hard in the living room. This 54” width upholstery fabric is bleach cleanable, bacterial resistant, and passes
Cal 117. Zenith also has an abrasion resistance of 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), making
it as durable as it is inviting and an excellent addition to any design project.

Upholstery
Altitude 2329
Contents: 50% Cotton, 33% Viscose, 17% Polyester

Playful and funky converge with elegance and grace in the standout pattern from the Aura Collection, Altitude.
This eye-catching fabric with bold accent colors highlights a unique clipping technique to create a quirky
raised texture, lovingly named “The Beard” by the Brentano Design Studio. This energetic fabric is ideal for
statement upholstery or residential drapery applications in 4 striking colorways, including Monarch Butterfly
and Fortune Cookie. With an abrasion rate of 50,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), Altitude can
be used with a barrier cloth to pass Cal 117:2013 Sec 2 in California. Brentano’s Tri-sistant finish can be
applied for added cleanability under our cut-yardage finishing program.
Cheviot 8581
Contents: 100% Polyester

Cheviot is a relaxed but sophisticated and luxurious, 100% polyester fabric that is sure to become an instant
favorite. Rich and inviting, this 56” width upholstery fabric comes in 4 classic neutral colorways, quickly
discerning Cheviot as a staple anchor fabric for soft touches and accents in design spaces. With an abrasion
resistance of 30,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen) and passing CAL 117, Cheviot is a cozy
addition to interior spaces.
Cirrus 4295
Contents: 100% Polyester

Cirrus is an exquisite addition to Brentano’s line of coveted faux suedes. Cirrus lends a tailored look for
residential and commercial applications with a reversible, soft, matte appearance and satin hand. Exuding
comfort, the gentle and relaxed nature of this 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), Water
Repellant textile features outstanding durability with an elegant sheen. Cirrus encompasses Brentano's
mantra of beauty + performance in 8 light to medium tones, including Blue Suede Shoes and Matte Pewter.
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Upholstery (cont.)
Miku 9630
Contents: 32% Wool, 25% Acrylic, 19% Cotton, 16% Polyester, 6% Virgin Wool, 2% Alpaca
(68% Post-Consumer Recycled Content)

An intimate blend of fibers come together to create one of the Aura Collections most exquisite textiles, Miku.
This subtle, multi-colored pattern with a slight sheen comes in 10 enchanting colorways with a soft hand that
exudes comfort, making it suitable for residential, hospitality and contract applications. Miku scores an
impressive 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), passes CAL 117 and has an optional addition of
a Tri-sistant finish for stain-resistant needs. Miku is made with 68% post-consumer recycled fiber content and
as such is eligible for possible LEED points.
Nimbus 4296
Contents: 100% Polyester

Like a parade of clouds on an overcast day, Nimbus is a picturesque, lavish pile fabric that embodies
elements of home. A unique offering for contract applications, Nimbus provides warmth and comfort to interior
spaces while maintaining high-performance features. In a world where many seek the comforts of home after
months of quarantine, Nimbus offers just that. Made from 100% Polyester with an abrasion of 50,000 Double
Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), Nimbus comes in 5 luscious warm neutrals, including Angora Grey and
Fennec Fox.
Versailles 8242
Contents: 32% Wool, 20% Viscose, 18% Linen, 18% Cotton, 12% Polyester

Versailles is one of the Aura Collection’s standout geometric patterns inspired by sensational garden
pathways in the French countryside. With a brushed effect, this natural fiber textile is an elegant addition for
lounge chairs, accent pillows, and ottomans alike. In 4 charmingly handsome neutrals including Gypsum and
Black Swan, Versailles offers a high-end residential look to design projects in need of stately patterns with
regal elegance. With an abrasion of 30,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and passing CAL 117,
this distinguished fabric is an ideal choice for minimalist interior spaces.

Polyurethane
Aerial 3991
Contents: 100% Polyurethane Face; Overall: 61% Polyurethane, 39% Nylon

bleach cleanable

ink|SAFE

Continuing Brentano’s line of luxury vegan leathers, Aerial expands the Design Studio’s endeavor to design
textiles that imitate genuine leather. Aerial features qualities most similar in look, feel, and behavior to natural
leather with a leather like microfiber backing. Supple with a cowhide grain texture and an abrasion of 100,000
Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), this stunning vegan leather comes in 12 classical colorways,
including Teal Creek, Butterscotch, and Noir. Acceptable for commercial, hospitality and healthcare
applications, Aerial is a superior choice with an Ink|SAFE finish, pliable hand, bleach cleanability, and easyclean surface. Aerial is an extension of Brentano’s well-loved vegan leather, Terrain.

Wallcovering
Hikaru V103
Contents: Face: 100% Non-Phthalate Vinyl; Overall: 85% Vinyl, 14% Polyester, 1% Cotton

bleach cleanable

Hikaru, meaning light or illumination, was designed by Founder Iris Wang first as a watercolor on rice paper.
Enamored by the way in which the colors behaved on the rice paper; Wang sought to develop a wallcovering
that embodied the same cloud effect of the watercolors when they blend together. Using a fine metallic ink,
Hikaru delicately plays with light to dark colors to create a dimensional masterpiece ideal for accent walls and
high-end boutiques. This 54” width 2-color pass wallcovering is a Phthalate-Free, Type II Vinyl with an
Osnaburg backing that comes in 9 radiant and expressive colorways with subtle gold or silver striations
throughout the design.
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Wallcovering (cont.)
Kanso V104
Contents: Face: 100% Non-Phthalate Vinyl; Overall: 85% Vinyl, 14% Polyester, 1% Cotton

bleach cleanable

A 54” width stylish and modest silk texture, Kanso is a quick favorite for designers. Focusing on neutral tones
that seamlessly blend when observed from a distance but has rich depth and diversity when viewed closely,
Kanso is a chic addition to Brentano’s line of wallcoverings. Kanso, one of the seven principles of the Zen
philosophy, meaning “simplicity” or “purity”, comes in 14 pleasing colorways, including Silk Moth and Cerulean
Warbler. A beautiful addition to children’s nurseries or hospital waiting rooms, Kanso is a Phthalate-Free,
Type II Vinyl with an Osnaburg backing, a three-toned effect and bleach cleanability.
Temae V220
Contents: Face: 97% Non-Phthalate Vinyl, 3% Polyurethane;
Overall: 85% Vinyl, 6% Cotton, 6% Polyester, 3% Polyurethane

bleach cleanable

A passion project from Founder and Artistic Director Iris Wang, Temae was a labor of love. Iris set forth to
create a simple yet organic wallcovering and quickly became fascinated with the little squares in this design.
Diligent in her pursuit to find a suitable layout, hours of painting went into developing this piece. During her
studies, a calm came over Iris as her mind found peace in the process. This stillness reminded her of a
Japanese tea ceremony, which later became the inspiration for the name TE-MA-E, meaning the tea
ceremony preparation. Temae is a subtle but visible pattern when viewed up close but becomes more textural
from afar. This 54” width 2-color pass wallcovering is a Phthalate-Free, Type II Vinyl with an Osnaburg
backing, a handmade look, showcasing the artistry behind each stroke. With nuanced subtlety, hundreds of
unique squares combine to create this pattern. In 8 organic colorways like Cardamon and Whistling Kettle,
this textural wallcovering is an optimal choice for residential and hospitality interiors.
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